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              Order ONLINE, get 10% OFF,
Select the location and call us directly !
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      Welcome To Green Chili Restaurant
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         Welcome to Green Chili Restaurant.  We have 5 locations in Calgary. We offer a fusion of the best of Indian, Nepalese,Chinese and Tibetan flavours. A cuisine are full of fresh wonderful flavours, which allows you to indulge in a feast of aromatic dishes.


Feel like treating yourself to an Authentic Creative & Delicious Indian cuisine ???


The GreenChili was founded long back in Canada. With innovative thoughts, dream of serving Indian food to Canadians and Indians residing there saw light of the day.


 The name GreenChili translates quite literally as sophisticated flavours and this is the ethos behind the innovative menu. With an emphasis on refined yet creative Indian cuisine, the menu incorporates both traditional classic favourites and original new dishes that apply eastern flavours with a western twist.


Coming to our introduction the food we serve speaks for ourselves. The variety of food is so vast that if you come everyday and order a different cuisine you can have 365 days occupied. Speaking of food We offer creative dishes from various regions of India Every item on our menu is prepared with authentic Indian herbs and spice and prepared in our kitchen with extreme care to ensure that you are served consistently good meals.
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          Bread & Naan
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          Chinese Food
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          Lamb, Beef or Goat 
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Hours of Operation
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Select one of the locations for their hours of operation



      
      	
      1434, 17 Ave SW 
Calgary AB, T2T 0C8

      

	
      430 – 151 Walden Gate SE
 Calgary AB, T2X OR2 

      

	
      150 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary AB, T3G 3N7 

      

	
      2128 Crowchild Trail NW 
Calgary AB, T2M 3Y7 

      

	
      450-555 Strathcona Blvd SW
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                        Matt Pie

                        gary 17th Ave
                        

                        
                          Living in the area, I've ordered from this place about once every two months for the past year, and it's been great. Each time I order for pickup, the timing has been right on to what they say. Always ready upon pickup or a maximum of a 2-5min wait. The dishes ordered are always flavourful and with good portions as well.
I've only done the dine in option during their lunch buffet hours. It's always excellent with tasty pakoras, butter chicken, lamb, and they keep the buffet small yet well stocked with their best dishes. The lunch buffet is really good value for the quality. I highly recommend it if you're in the area during lunch!                        
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                        Ashoka 

                        Green Chilli Grill at Mahogany SE
                        

                        
                          We celebrated my fathers 80th birthday and they really did a good job of the food. They did seems a little busy for the amount of guests dining and the take out as it took a while for the food and to get drinks. The server was very accommodating and took very good care of us. Thanks wonderful experience. The appetizer platter was excellent!                        
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                        PJD , SE Calgary

                        Green Chilli  at  Walden
                        

                        
                          Very pleasantly surprised by the home cooked flair presented to us. 

Vegetable pakora and Beef Biryani was delish. So much better than the strip mall exterior would let you believe. 

Two thumbs up to the kheer as well. Just the right amount of spice. 

We will be back and will definitely do take out on our way home from work.                        
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Contact Info

Phone : 17th Ave -  403-277-3000 

Walden Gate 403-457-4337 and Mahogany SE 403-457-0313

Crowfoot Cres 403-245-2002  and Crowchild Trail 403-210-3122

 

Emil : info@greenchili.ca
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Our Location

	 1434, 17 Ave SW 
Calgary AB, T2T 0C8 
	 430 – 151 Walden Gate SE
 Calgary AB, T2X OR2  
	 150 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary AB, T3G 3N7  
	 2128 Crowchild Trail NW 
Calgary AB, T2M 3Y7  
	 450-555 Strathcona Blvd SW 









Quick Contact





Select your location
17 Ave SW  Green Chili
151 Walden Gate SE Green Chili
150 Crowfoot Cres NW
2128 Crowchild Trail
GreenChili Delight Restaurant
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